Lat: N 31° 46.78'    Elev: 2822' MSL    Sectional: EL PASO
Lon: W 103° 12.08'    TPA: STD    Downtown to Apt: 03 nm/NW

Owner: WINKLER COUNTY    Manager: CHARLES COOPER
         P O DRAWER Y    P O BOX 322
         KERMIT TX  79745    WINK TX  79789
         Phone: 432-586-6658    432-527-3481
         Email: charlescooper47@yahoo.com

ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE: 24HRS

FUEL: JET A & 100LL  FULL SERVICE & SELF SERVE

REPAIRS: Airframe: NONE    Power Plant: NONE

LIGHTS: DSK-DWN    UNICOM/CTAF: 123.0

ASOS: 118.325/432-527-3320

REMARKS: FOOD-LODGING(10MI); MOTEL COURTESY CAR

FIXED BASE OPERATORS: KW AVIATION 527-3481